
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PRESTON’S PREDICTIONS 
Examiner’s Feedback on Different Questions 

(a) Often candidates gained the full two marks in their first few words or full sen-

tence and spent more time than they needed in answering these questions 

(b) One paragraph—full descriptions—specific source—subject specific vocab 

(c) Descriptions become explanations when the answer explains how a source in-

fluences a belief, or how a belief influences  a behaviour 

(d)  Note, arriving at a judgement means that it must be possible for the examiner 

to identify which arguments the candidate thinks are strongest and (most im-

portantly) why they think so. It can be done in a conclusion but does not need to be. 

Furthermore, just because a candidate had written a conclusion did not necessarily 

indicate that they had successfully formulated a judgement.  

 

 



ORIGINS AND MEANINGS (45 minutes) 

Structure 2 (a) questions; 2 (b) questions; 2 ©questions and 1 (d) question( SPG = 6) 

Possible Questions 

(a) questions: What do Catholics mean by EVOLUTION, INSPIRATION, REVELATION 

& TRANSCENDENCE 

(b) Describe St. Augustine’s teaching on the origin of the universe (5) 

(b) Describe Catholic teaching on the nature of God and man in the Creation narra-

tives (Genesis 1 and 2) (5) 

(b)   Describe Catholic teaching on the nature of human beings and their relation                  

with creation in the Creation narratives (Genesis 1 and 2) (5) 

(b) Describe Catholic attitudes to the Big Bang theory (5) 

(b)   Describe Pope John Paul’s teaching on evolution (5) 

(b) Describe the meaning of two symbols used in Michelangelo’s Creation of Adam 

in the Sistine chapel 

(b)   Describe Catholic social teaching about justice, peace and reconciliation, with 

reference to Gaudium et Spes 29 &78 

(b)  Describe the role of the Catholic Church in inter-faith dialogue (5) 

( c )  Explain, from either Catholic Christianity and Judaism or two Christian tradi-

tions attitudes towards the value of human life (abortion) 

( c)  … towards scientific theories about the origins of the universe 

( c)  … towards the Creation stories 

(d) “Human life is sacred”.  Discuss 

(e) “Only Humanists have a duty to work for social justice”.  Discuss  

(d)  “ All humans are imago dei”.  Discuss (15) 

(d) “Christian art is the best way to learn about Catholic beliefs about creation, 

God and human beings”  Discuss (15) 

(d)   “Inter-faith dialogue is the best way to promote understanding, respect, toler-     

ance and harmony”.  Discuss 



GOOD AND EVIL (45 minutes) 

Structure 1 (a) question; 1 (b) question; 1 © questions and 2 (d) questions 

Possible Questions 

(a) questions: What do Catholics mean by EVIL, GOODNESS, INCARNATION,  

       NATURAL LAW, PRIVATION & SUFFERING 

(a) Describe St. Augustine’s teaching on the Trinity (5) 

(b) Describe Catholic teaching on the Trinity as expressed in the Nicene Creed or 

John 1:1-18 or the Kenosis Hymn  (5) 

(b)  Describe Catholic beliefs about the relationship between God’s goodness and 

the goodness of the created world (5) 

(b) Describe Catholic teaching about the Incarnation (5) 

(b)   Describe why Catholics go on pilgrimage (5) 

(b) Describe the Sorrowful mysteries (5) 

(b     Describe how suffering helps the development of virtues (5) 

(b)   Describe Pope John Paul’s teaching about on suffering and the incarnation (5) 

(b) Describe Jesus’ moral teaching in Matthew 5—7 (5) 

(b)   Describe biblical support for the Trinity (5) 

( b)  Describe the problem of evil (5) 

( c )  Explain, from either Catholic Christianity and Judaism or two Christian tradi-

tions, attitudes towards sources of moral authority (8) 

( c)  … beliefs about  the origins of evil (8) 

( c)  … beliefs about the Trinity (8) 

( c)  … using statues in worship (8) 

( c)  … responses towards suffering (8) 

(d) “Prayer is the best response to suffering”.  Discuss 

(d)   “Jesus was just a man”.  Discuss (15)        (d)  “God is one”.  Discuss (15) 

(d)  “The world’s goodness proves God exists”.  Discuss (15) 



 
Prayer for Preparation to Study 

Lord, I know you are with me and love me. 
Give me peace of mind as I prepare for this time of study. 

Help me to focus on my books and notes, 
keep me from all distractions so that I will make the best use 

of this time that is available to me. 

Give me insight that I might understand what I am studying , 

and help me to remember it when the time comes. 

Above all, I thank you for the ability to be able to study 

and for the many gifts and talents you have given me. 

Help me always to use them in such a way 

that they honour you and do justice to myself.  Amen 

 

 

 


